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Battlefront 2 bespin platforms

Edit comments Shared community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Edit comment sharing Clone Wars Galactic Civil War Bespin: The platform is set on Vespin's gas giant world mining platform. This map features several landing platforms and two control rooms. The Bespin
platform level is good if you are looking for some dogfight action. All ships are available here and the Bespin Wing Guard has left some cloud cars for you. Sniper classes are not recommended, but there are a lot of great sniper areas in the area. Classes that prove useful are heavy classes because their
rocket launchers can track starfighters. This map has the most ferocious firefighting efforts of all of them, where there will often be a large stack of troops in long corridors. For this reason, it is recommended to avoid pouring too many units into one small alley, since it can be turned very quickly into a
deadly war of attrition. Droideca is great while fighting in the platform-to-platform aisle. Anti-aircraft turrets prove useful when playing on this map, but they are often targeted by enemy ships. Protected areas are useful for avoiding enemy straying galans. Campaign Mode [Edit|Editorial Source] In the
historical campaign mode of Star Wars Battlefront I, your mission is to drive the Galactic Empire from Bespin. Map [Edit | Edit Source] Vehicle [Edit | Edit Source] Clone Wars Galactic Civil War X-Wing TIE Fighter TIE Bomber Cloud Car Turret [Edit | Edit Source] Other [Edit | Editorial Source] Healthdroid
X11 Ammunition Droid X11 Repair Droid X8 Heroes (SWBFI) [Edit|Edit Source] Battle Mode [Edit|Editorial Source] Trivia[ Edit | Edit Source ] You can see the city of clouds in the western part of the map. The mining platform did not appear in any movies. However, a similar location briefly appeared in the
Empire Strikes Back Special Edition after Luke left Dagobah, perhaps as a salute to the Battlefront game, which was released in 2004 at the same time as the DVD Special Edition Pack. These platforms can also be played in Star Wars The Force Unleeshed, as seen at the level where Starkiller finds a
drunk cota. This is one of the few maps of the original game that didn't even appear in the prequel or the original triangle. This is one of the biggest maps for dogfights. Borderline suicide is perfectly possible to fly republic starfighters through protected corridors. Other fighters in the game are not able to do
this. Gallery Edit |Edit Source Appearance Edit | Edit Source Link Edit |Edit Source Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Note: It is only used to report spam, ads, and problem posts (harassing, fighting, or rude posts). ∅ cookies are disabled. Make sure that cookies
are enabled in your browser settings so that this site works correctly. Cookies on this ∅ ∅Saved. Make sure that the cookies on this site are not blocked by your browser or firewall. ∅ Report Bespin: Platform Dusk Dusk falls on The Gas Planet of Bespin as a way for fighter jets to zoom in on thrilling
battles by Two Armies &amp; Carlishen two armies Bespin platform DuskConversion and extract files using decompression programs like WinRAR:) Credit Carlycian 97, Extra Zero Editorial Work AI Texture Editing and Rerisk Asset Raggik, Asaji SabersteanCam, Asaji Asset cgSkies, Sky Texture Heroes
Included Republic: Yoda CIS: Asaji Empire: Vader Rebellion: Play with Leia Recommended Modds Improved Side: Moddb.com BF3Era: Moddb.com Home Front: Moddb.com page 2i.redd.it/l3u76c.2i.redd.it/l3u76c.
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